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While the research on so-called complex particles –  or compound case particles –  has flourished in the latest decades, there is
no consensus regarding their classification and definition, and thus there is still need to further explore this field. The current 
research contributes to this by investigating the meaning and usage of five prominent complex particles derived from the 
dative case particle ”ni”, namely ”ni tsuite”, ”ni kanshite”, ”ni taishite”, ”ni totte” and ”ni yotte” in the Learner's Language 
Corpus of Japanese, consisting of compositions made by Japanese learners. Applying a framework based on the research of 
Kim (1992), the nature of words co-occurring with complex particles was analyzed. The results of the most frequently co-
occurring words were the following:
i) Ni tsuite: the preceding words were abstract concepts, while the succeeding words were  communicative actions or 
intellectual actions.
ii) Ni kanshite: the preceding words were concrete concepts, while the succeeding words were classified as ”other”. ”Ni 
kansuru” was mostly succeeded by abstract concepts.
iii) Ni taishite: the preceding words were persons, while the succeeding words were adjectives or ”other”. ”Ni taisuru” 
was mostly followed by abstract concepts.
iv) Ni totte: the preceding words were persons, while the succeeding words were adjectives. 
v) Ni yotte: the preceding words were abstract concepts, while the succeeding words were classified as ”other”. ”Ni yotte”
was mostly succeeded by abstract concepts. 
Furthermore, a difference between the learners in the usage of complex particles was observed. No significant difference 
between the Japanese speakers and the other speakers in particular was found. However, while the attributive form of the 
particles rarely appeared in the data of the Japanese speakers, the learners used this form comparatively frequently. 
In addition, while Japanese speakers tended to apply ”Ni tsuite” and ”Ni kanshite” introductory – a usage which was also 
present in the data of the Taiwanese learners –, British and Ukrainian learners used these particles differently. 
Lastly, language-specific patterns and incorrect uses found in the data of the British speakers were examined and discussed 
with the previous research as basis.
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During recent years, research on so called complex particles or compound particles has 
prospered and grown in number. As it will be thoroughly explained later, complex particles 
are mostly compounds consisting of a case particle and a verb in its て-form, e.g において, 
をもって、として etc, occurring frequently in both spoken and written Japanese.  
A substantial amount of the research conducted thus far investigates the precise meaning, 
usage and nuancial differences between different complex particles. However, no matter how 
prosperous the field of research may be, there seems yet to be no commonly accepted opinion
regarding their exact name and function and how they should be classified. Their definition 
varies from researcher to researcher, some considering them being postpositions, others 
defining them as particles extended from case particles and verbs. 
The author of the present study previously inspected the usage of the dative case particle 
に in two famous literary works (Tóth 2014). The current thesis could be regarded as a 
continuation of this previous paper, since it will focus solely on complex particles being 
extensions of exactly the case particle に. 
There are mainly two reasons for choosing the current research theme. Firstly, as Tanaka 
(1998) points out, the complex particles extended from ‘ni’ are most abundant in number and 
their semantic coherence is diverse, which leads to the second point regarding the L2 
Japanese acquisition. In Japanese textbooks at the beginner and intermediate levels such as 
Genki, Minna no Nihongo, and Tobira, no systematic explanations are provided on complex 
particles. This is in contrast to the very thorough treatment of single particles. How do L2 
Japanese learners acquire the complex particles? There seems very little knowledge as to this 
question. 
Therefore, observing the usage of the aforementioned particles in a written composition 
corpus by learner of the Japanese language was deemed as an intriguing topic and relevant in 
the pursuit of developing the knowledge and understanding for Japanese grammar. For further
argument on the significance of this paper, see section 2.3. 
1.2  Problem, Aim and research questions
Despite the importance of complex particles, very little is known as to how L2 Japanese 
learners acquire them. Therefore, the aim of the current paper is to investigate the usage of L2
Japanese complex particles cross-linguistically. More precisely, the following research 
questions will be answered:
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1.What is the frequency of occurrence regarding complex particles extended from the dative 
case particle ”ni”? Does it differ between the natives and the L2 learners or even cross-
linguistically?
2. In what context were the particles used and what words frequently co-occurred with them?
3. Are there language specific patterns regarding the use of these complex particles? Were 
there any language specific error patterns in the data of the British speakers?
2. Complex particles in Japanese 
 2.1. Classification 
In this section a definition of complex particles will be given, and the ones analyzed in the 
current paper will be explained.
According to Tsukamoto (1991:78-79) most complex particles are compounds of case 
particles, e.g、を and と, followed by a verb in it's て-form, for instance 関して、めぐって、し
て,  resulting in particles such as に関して, をめぐって and として. However, as it is described 
in Matsumoto (1990:33-34), a requirement for complex particles is that they are units that 
express more than the components they consist of, and thus cannot be split or separated from 
each other. According to the previously mentioned thesis, in the sentence “明日までに提出
してください” – ”please submit it by tomorrow” – the compound まで+に expresses 
nothing more than what they commonly do as case particles.
However, this isn't the case when it comes to complex particles. For instance, in the case of
について, に and ついて cannot be seen as two independent components. This is proved by 
two observations. Firstly as Tsukamoto (1991:80) points out, other particles cannot be 
inserted between the two components: both にはついて, and にさえついて, where は and さ
え are inserted are grammatically incorrect, showing that について should be considered as 
an independent unit. Furthermore, as Mizutani (2005:106) implies, since the verbs in their て
forms have lost their verbical character, they can no longer be conjugated as regular verbs, 
and thus cannot be applied in the end of sentences. Hence, while the first example is 
grammatically correct, the second and third are not.
x.)    ○　金額に応じて一定の割合を返金する。




The repayment was/is according to the amount.
Furthermore, since complex particles have lost their verbical character, they no longer have a 
connection with their word of origin. For instance  について can no longer be traced back 
semantically to the original verb ”つく” (meaning to ”attach/stick”). These words are 
therefore usually written with hiragana, since transcription with kanji usually connotes the 
original meaning of the verb (Tsukamoto 1990:80). Only in cases where the complex particle 
still has a certain degree of connection to the former verb is it transcribed with kanji (e.g. に
関して, which is semantically similar to the original verb “関する” meaning ”to be 
related/connected to”). 
The complex particles enlisted in Table 1 are the particles that will be analyzed in the current 
paper. As it has been mentioned before, all complex particles are extensions of the dative case
particle に. As Tsukamoto (1990:80) claims, complex particles that have The explanation and 
meaning is based on the previous research listed in the reference section, as well as the 
Japanese-English dictionary Genius (2011).




について Origin: Derived from the verb ”つく”, meaning ”attach, stick”.
Meaning: ”about” or ”on” something. States the contents or topic of 
something. 
Example: 
政治について  ... – on politics. 
友達について  ... – about my friend.
Forms: について/についての/について+の.
Transcription: Always hiragana.
に関して Origin: Derived from the verb “関する”, meaning ”to relate/to 
connect”.
Meaning: ”about” or ”on” something. States the contents or topic of 
something.  
Example: 
教育に関して考える – to think about education.　
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経済に関する書籍 – a book on economics.
Forms: に関して、に関する、に関しての.
Transcription: Always kanji.
に対して Origin: Derived from the verb ”対する”, meaning ”to face each 
other”.
Meaning:  ”against”, ”toward” or ”in contrast to”.  
Example: 
相手に対して期待を持つ – to hold expectations toward one's              
partner. 
質問に対して答える – to answer to a question.
Forms: に対して, に対する, に対しての.
Transcription: Always kanji.
にとって Origin: Derived from the verb ”とる”, meaning ”to take”.
Meaning: ”for (someone/something)”.
Example: 
子供にとっては難しい – difficult for children.
日本社会にとってなくてはならない税金 – tax that is necessary for the
Japanese society.
Forms: にとって, にとっての, にとって+の.
Transcription: Always hiragana.
によって Origin:  Derived from the verb ”よる”, meaning ”to be caused by/ to 
depend on”.
Meaning: ”Depending on...” or ”caused by”. 
Example: 
研究者によって異なる – it's different from researcher to researcher.
特質によって分類される – classified depending on it's characteristics.
Forms: によって、による、によっての.
Transcription: Mostly hiragana.
2.2 Previous research 
The research field on complex particles is vast and various perspectives are evident in papers 
regarding these particles. Below, the most prominent and influential research is listed.
Tsukamoto (1991) gives a definition on complex particles. It lists the most common 
particles and their peculiar traits. Furthermore, cases where a complex particle can be 
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replaced by a different complex particle or a case particle is discussed. 
Kim (1991) describes the different traits of について、に関して and に対して, and in what 
contexts they often appear. Besides discussing the connection between the complex particle 
and the original verb, it also attempts to categorize the words co-occurring with these 
particles. 
Fukushima (2003) calls complex particles ”postpositions” and analyzes their traits and 
function. These postpositions are considered as two-dimensional expressions in the sense that 
originally they were considered [case particle + verb], but by changing the verb into its て-
form the whole expression changed character and started to be used as an independent phrase.
Furthermore, emphasis is put on the different forms of complex particles. Fukushima 
categorizes complex particles into three groups from the following criteria: 
1. Particles with a predicative form and a predicative form plus の (e.g について, について
の).
2. Particles with a predicative form, a predicative form plus の, and an attributive form (e.g 
に関して、に関しての、に関する） 
3. Particles with a predicative form and an attributive form that is derived from the original 
verb stem (e.g において、における）.    
Matsumoto (2005) is a work in several parts, summarizing the definitions and perspectives
on complex particles from a historical perspective, from the beginning of the 1900's until 
today. It is described how the idea that a specific group called ”compound case particles” 
arises, and that there is a need to identify and define these expressions. 
Tanaka (2010) provides a definition for so-called “複合辞” – “compound phrases” – and 
suggests a method how to recognize them. It is mentioned that the Japanese language has 
various expressions corresponding to postpositions that are mostly extensions of case 
particles such as に.
2.3 Theoretical Framework
The framework applied in this paper is partly based on earlier research, particularly that of 
Kim (1992), and partly constructed by the author of this thesis. Kim (1992:51) divided co-
occurring nouns into four classes: intellectual action, attitude, information and title. These 
categories were in turn divided into smaller classes, consisting mostly of a few concrete 
words, such as 反応・抵抗 - ”reaction, resistance” were a subclass of ”attitude”.
However, since only exceedingly few nouns that could be categorized as ”information”, 
”attitude” or ”title”, a different framework is suggested by the author of this paper, consisting 
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of classes more frequently appearing in the current data – the categories are stated below. 
“Abstract concepts”, ”Concrete concepts”, ”Intellectual actions” and ”Communicative 
actions” are based on Kim (1992), the remaining categories are suggested by the author of 
this paper. 
In order to shed light on what words co-occur with the complex particles and thus clarify in 
what contexts they appear, both the preceding and succeeding word of the particle in question
will be analyzed. While the most common part of speech to appear before a complex particle 
is nouns, most of these particles are predicative and not attributive, hence the succeeding 
words tend to be verbs or adjectives in the majority of cases. Therefore, two ways of 
classification will be utilized: one categorizing nouns that occur before the particles, and one 
categorizing the verbs and adjectives occurring after the particles.
Moreover, most of the particles analyzed in this thesis also have an independent attributive
form, for instance に関して can be used to modify nouns by changing it to に関する. In cases
where the attributive form of the particle is found, the classification of words succeeding the 
particles will be applied. Following the framework of Kim (1992:44-45), the preceding word 
will be referred to as ”Part A”, and the succeeding word will be referred to as ”Part C”. ”Part 
B” equals the complex particle itself, as in the following example:
Part A Part B Part C
哲学 について 書きます
Philosophy about write.
I'm going to write on philosophy.
Firstly, the classification for Part A is presented. The explanation is provided by the author of 
this thesis. 




Nouns expressing abstract matters in general that do not have a 
concrete content in itself. Example: information, problem, connection, 
relation.
These words tend to be ambiguous and it is thus hard to define their 
content without further information.
Concrete 
concepts
Nouns expressing concepts within a more limited frame, making it 
easier to grasp the content of the word. Example: economy, art, 
examination, history, research, marriage, study, nature.
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Though these words are still concepts and therefore not being concrete 
matters, they express subjects or topics that can be discerned more 
simply.
Persons Pronouns and nouns referring to persons or human beings. Example: I, 
you, boy, girl, father, mother, children, relatives, family (not the concept
of family but in the context of ”I met my family”).
Location Nouns expressing the location of something, or being the name of a 
place. Example: here, there, room, beach, sea, Tokyo, Japan.
Concrete 
objects
Nouns referring to matters that are not concepts or ideas, but actual – 




Numerical expressions or nouns expressing date, time or the occasion 





Nouns expressing language or communication related matters. 
Example: Japanese, language, slang words, expression.
Adjectives Adjectives of all kinds. Example: red, small, interesting, frightening.
Other Any expression, regardless of part of speech, that could not be divided 
into the above classes.
Next, the classification for Part C will be explained.




Verbs expressing actions that require intellectual effort. Example: to 
read, to research, to watch, to think, to consider, to worry.
Communi-
cative actions
Verbs expressing social actions with a purpose to communicate or 
convey something. Example: to write, to talk, to speak, to send, to 
apologize.
Nouns All kinds of nouns. Since complex particles are predicative, it can be 
assumed that relatively few nouns will appear, and if they do they will 
highly be results of incorrect usage.
Practical 
conduct
Verbs expressing physical actions that have no communicative purpose.
Example: to open, to throw, to conduct, to go.
Existence Verbs expressing existence of things or living beings. Example: to live, 
to exist, and even ～がある and ～がいる。
Adjectives Adjectives of all kinds. Example: red, small, interesting, frightening.
Other Any expression, regardless of part of speech, that could not be divided 
into the above classes. These can include other parts of speech, for 
instance adverbs and interjections, but also longer sentences where one,
single succeeding word could not be distinguished.
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2.4 Issues 
Firstly, as it was mentioned in the introduction, though the research on complex particles 
flourishes, there is still no consensus on neither the definition nor the precise meaning of 
these particles – some even doubt that they should be considered 複合格助詞 “compound 
case particle”, and prefer the term 後置詞 “postposition”. Thus, this field can by no means be
thought to be sufficiently explored, and further research on these particles could contribute to 
the progress of studies on Japanese.
Secondly, papers written on complex particles are in the absolute majority written in 
Japanese or Chinese to a certain extent, but considerably few are written in English, making it
difficult to introduce this topic and explain it to researchers with a limited knowledge of 
Japanese linguistics.
Thirdly, even among the papers written in Japanese, relatively few focus on the acquisition
of these complex particles by learners of the Japanese language. Even among those papers 
that do focus on this subject, most compare Japanese and Chinese, and state nearly nothing on
the acquisition of particles by speakers of English or any other language.
Fourthly, the material investigated in the majority of the research is more official written 
material, mainly newspapers. Hence there is a lack of focus on other material, be it written 
compositions by learners of the Japanese language, or spoken material by native speakers. It 
was thought essential to examine materials where the language is used more freely – such as 
compositions – , since it gives us a new perspective on how the language can be used.
Fifth, papers suggesting more concise categorizations seem to be lacking in number. Most 
theses have complex classifications or too many categories in order to clearly state what kind 
of words precede the particles in question, making it hard to draw conclusions on the usage of
them and in what contexts they appear.
From the points mentioned above, it was thought that exploring the use of complex 
particles found in a corpus consisting of essays and compositions written by learners of the 
Japanese language could contribute to the research on Japanese linguistics in several ways at 
the same time, making the current thesis significant in order to deepen our knowledge on the 
practical application of Japanese grammar.
3. Material and procedure
3.1 Material
The material analyzed in the current paper was 日本語学習者コーパス – Learner's Language
Corpus of Japanese – made in 2009 by the Tokyo University of Foreign Studies 
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(http://cblle.tufs.ac.jp/llc/ja/search.php?menulang=en). The corpus consists of various free 
compositions and essays written by both Japanese native speakers and learners of the 
Japanese language. The data of the learners comes from two Taiwanese sources, one from 
learners residing in Japan, one from the UK and finally one from Ukraine. Since only a very 
scarce amount of complex particles could be found in the data of the learners living in Japan, 
their essays were not included in the current paper.
The amount of essays and characters found in the four sources are the following, according to
the website:
U.K.(145 essays by 113 learners, 122,980 characters),
Ukraine(169 essays by 59 learners, 35,585characters)
Taiwan (81 essays by 29 learners, 35,178 characters).
Japan (587 compositions by 121 learners, 469,600 characters)
Using this large corpus was thought as an effective and swift method to process great 
amounts of data, which would otherwise have taken overly long time. 
Next, the essays had certain topics which affected the contents of the essays. 
Unfortunately, the themes were not identical in the data of the four sources – Japan, the UK, 
Taiwan and Ukraine – and could vary significantly. For instance, while in the case of the 
British learners, topics such as ”A summary and opinion essay about news on Japan” or 
”Opinion on doping” appeared as topics, the Japanese native speakers were required to write 
essays about ”The characteristics of something” or ”Writing for permission”.
Furthermore, the level of the learners varied greatly, from novice to excellent, studying 
Japanese between 2 to 5 years, resulting in a striking diversity in the quality of the essays. In 
certain cases, the amount of years studied isn't stated. Whether the learners had studied in 
Japan isn't clear either, which can be seen as a flaw of the corpus. All learners were in their 
twenties at the time the essays were written, and had Japanese as major or a major closely 
related to Japanese. It must be noted that all learners did not utilize complex particles, and in 
some cases the same complex particle could be observed multiple times in the data of one 
single learner. However, generally the usage of complex particles was evenly distributed 




Firstly, the corpus will be applied to search for complex particles. The most salient particles 
are considered being the ones that are derived from the case particle ”に”, and among them 
”について”, ”に関して”, ”に対して”, ”によって”, ”にとって”, were thought of as being most 
prominent (Tsukamoto 1990:80-81) and were therefore chosen as subjects of investigation. 
Other particles extended from に will be included in the appearance frequency tables, but due
to page restrictions only the manner of use of the above-mentioned particles will be subject to
analysis. The particles that have an independent attributive form shall also have their 
attributive forms included in the analysis. Note: について and にとって have no attributive 
forms (×　につく、×にとる）, but for instance に関して and に対して can be remade into に関
する and　に対する.
Secondly, the manner these particles were used will be examined: the differences regarding
their forms (predicative or attributive form), and in what context they were utilized. The 
words appearing in Part A and Part C will be analyzed and categorized with the theoretical 
framework explained in section 3 as basis. All appearances will be noted and made into tables
to give a clearer oversight. In the tables, the most frequently appearing classes will be marked
with bold and gray.
Furthermore, an explanation on the findings and example sentences will be only provided 
in case it is thought necessary. All other example sentences will be included in the appendix 
instead. These sentences are translated by the author of the current research. Also, it will 
always be made clear what nationality the author of the model sentence has, by adding (BR) 
for British, (JAP) for Japanese, (TAI) for Taiwanese, and (UKR) for Ukrainian speakers in the
beginning of the sentence. 
Thirdly, a comparison between the speakers of different nationalities will be made, partly 
regarding the appearance frequency, and partly the manner in which the complex particles 
were applied.
Fourth, any typical patterns and incorrect uses observed in the data of the British speakers 
will be analyzed and compared to an English translation of the Japanese sentence. If any 
similarities could be found and thus the results can be assumed to be the influence of the 
speaker's first language, they will be discussed with the help of previous research. Since there 
is a page limitation and the author of this paper is most proficient in the English language, the
focus will be mostly on the British speakers. In the results section, the focus will be on the 
data itself, not whether it is correct or incorrect. The incorrect sentences – what is incorrect, 




  4.1 Appearance frequency 
A somewhat higher number of appearances of ”について”、”にとって” and ”において” 
could be found in the corpus than it is stated in the tables below. However, since a certain 
amount of them was not deemed as complex particles, but rather simple ”te-forms” of the 
above-mentioned verbs, these were excluded from the below chart. For examples, see 
sentence Ab04, Dd08 and Fb04.
Furthermore, the appearance of ”による” in the context of ”によると” was not deemed as 
the attributive form of the complex particle ”によって” but rather as an independent 
expression and was therefore excluded from the tables.
The frequency of occurrence of complex particles derived from “に” is shown in Table 3 
below. 
Table 3 – both attributive and predicative forms
British Japanese Taiwanese Ukrainian TOTAL
について 44 30 79 18 171
に関して 14 10 20 0 44
に対して 28 1 19 0 48
にとって 67 9 57 4 137
によって 29 11 23 4 67
において 8 5 2 0 15
にわたって 4 0 0 1 5
にあたって 0 3 0 1 4
に応じて 3 0 2 0 5
に反して 3 0 1 1 5
に従って 3 1 2 1 7
に際して 0 1 0 0 1
TOTAL 203 71 205 30 509
Table 3 shows that the appearance frequency of compound particles varied greatly. Most 
appeared in the data of the British and Taiwanese speakers, being more than twice as many as 
the particles in the Japanese speakers' data – 203 and 205, contra 71. 
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The most salient particles were について and にとって, followed by によって, occuring half 
as many times as the first mentioned particles. 
The most conspicuous divergence in appearance frequency observed was the amount of 
”に対して” and ”にとって”. Both of these compound particles were used numerously by the 
British and Taiwanese learners but were only utilized very scarcely by the natives: に対して 
appeared only once, and the attributive form ”に対する” was completely nonexistent. 
The compound particles “にわたって”, “にあたって” and “に際して” had a considerably low
number with both learners and natives. While “にわたって” was not used by the natives, “に
あたって” and “に際して” did not appear even once in the data of the learners – and only 3, 
respectively 1 time in the data of the natives. 
Another intriguing difference was the application of ”において”. The native Japanese 
speakers used ”において” 5 times, yet refrained from writing it's attributive form, namely ”に
おける”. Contrary to this, the British learners used the attributive form “における” 7 times, 
and the predicative form ”において” only once. 
One conspicuous finding was that the attributive form of compound particles was generally 
very limited in the data of the Japanese speakers. Table 4 below shows this:
Table 4 – only attributive form
Compound
particle
British Japanese Taiwanese Ukrainian    TOTA
L
について - - - - -
に関する 5 0 15 0 20
に対する 13 0 4 0 17
にとって - - - - -
による 4 4 2 2 12
における 7 0 1 0 8
にわたる 0 0 0 0 0
にあたる 0 0 0 0 0
に応じる 0 0 0 0 0
に反する 1 0 0 0 1
に従う 0 0 0 0 0
に際する 0 0 0 0 0
TOTAL 30 4 22 2 58
To sum it up, the ranking of favored complex particles was the following, displayed in Table 
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5 below: 
Table 5  - ranking of most favored complex particles 
Ranking British Japanese Taiwanese Ukrainian
1 にとって について について について
2 について によって にとって にとって/に
よって





4 によって にとって に関して に関して/に
対して
5 に関して において に対して













As Table 5 shows, while ”にとって” was the most favored expression of the British learners, 
all other speakers used ”について” most frequently. However, even so the amount of ”につい
て” observed was more vast in the case of the British learners than in the case of the Japanese
natives and Ukrainian learners. 
4.2 Manner of usage
Below, the categories in which the Part As and Part Cs were classified are written. Firstly, we 
start with について.
4.2.1 について




Table 6: Part A of について
British Japanese Taiwanese Ukrainian TOTAL
Abstract 
concepts
22 4 25 3 54
Concrete 
concepts
9 6 10 5 30
Persons 2 0 1 1 4
Place 5 9 9 4 26
Concrete 
objects
2 4 13 0 19
Occasion, 
time




0 3 1 1 5
Other 3 4 8 4 19
Table 6 indicates that most words appearing in Part A were ABSTRACT CONCEPTS,  
occupying 31% of all cases について was observed. While this class was highly favored by 
both British and Taiwanese learners, the natives used CONCRETE CONCEPTS – which was 
the second most favored class in general, and the most favored category of the Ukrainian 
learners – and PLACE to a higher extent. In the data of the learners, PLACE was mostly 
constituted of the word ”Japan”, while the Japanese learners frequently applied placenames 
related to Japan, such as prefectural or city names, as demonstrated in the examples below.
The most reccurent words related to the categories were the following: 
ABSTRACT CONCEPTS: “関係” – “relations” –、”問題” – “problem” –、 “文化” – 
“culture”.
CONCRETE CONCEPTS: ”勉強” – “studies” –,  ”仕事” – “work” –, ”宗教” – “religion”.
PERSONS: ”私”– ”I” –, ”家族” – ”family”. 
PLACE: ”日本” – “Japan”. “福岡県” – “Fukuoka Prefecture”.
CONCRETE OBJECTS: ”服” – “clothes”. ”食べ物” – “food”.
OCCASION, TIME: ”結婚式” – ”wedding ceremony” –, ”日本週間” – ”Japanese Week”.
LANGUAGE, COMMUNICATIVE:  ”日本語” – ”Japanese” –, ”言葉遣い” – ”wording”.
OTHER: ”こと”– “thing”. ”礼金” – “reward”. 
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OTHER and CONCRETE OBJECTS were also a conspicuous element in the corpus, both 
mostly appearing in the data of the Taiwanese learners. The aforementioned category was 
observed in contexts where Part A was either an ambiguous expression involving the word ”こ
と” – “thing” – , or where Part A was a verb. CONCRETE OBJECTS on the other hand was 
often connected to objects related to clothes and monetary matters. 
Part C
Next, the results for Part C of について are presented in Table 7 below. 
Table 7: Part C of について
British Japanese Taiwanese Ukrainian TOTAL
Intellectual 
actions




10 15 9 8 41
Nouns 5 1 23 1 30
Practical 
conduct
1 2 2 0 5
Existence 2 3 2 1 8
Other 6 5 27 2 40
As it is conspicuous in Table 7, both INTELLECTUAL ACTIONS and COMMUNICATIVE 
ACTIONS recieved a high score, with OTHER almost catching up in number. 
INTELLECTUAL ACTIONS was frequently applied by the British learners, while 
COMMUNICATIVE ACTIONS was often used by the Japanese and Ukrainian speakers. 
INTELLECTUAL ACTIONS: ”思う” –“to think” –, ”考える” – “to contemplate”, ”知る” – 
“to know” –, ”分かる” – “to understand”
COMMUNICATIVE ACTIONS:”話したい”  ”I want to talk about...” –, ”紹介する” – “to 
introduce”. 
NOUNS: “内容”  – “contents”  –, ”説明”  – “explanation”. 
PRACTICAL CONDUCT: “開く”  – “hold/open” –, “行う” – “to conduct”. 
EXISTENCE: “～がある”  – “there is...”. 
OTHER: See the explanation below. 
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The words linked to INTELLECTUAL ACTIONS mostly expressed consideration or 
contemplation, but also actions related to knowledge and learning. 
COMMUNICATIVE ACTIONS was manifested in the absolute majority of cases as words 
related to speaking or introducing the topic mentioned in Part A.
Next, OTHER was a striking element, foremost in the data of the Taiwanese learners. This 
high number can be explained by the introductive manner について was used by Japanese 
and Taiwanese speakers, in contexts where it is unclear what succeeding word ”について” 
refers to, and thus not being competent to be categorized as any of the classes, but OTHER. 
While in the data of the Japanese speakers, について was followed by ”ですが”, the 
Taiwanese learners regularly simply added a comma after the compound particle, followed by
a long sentence, or applied ”について + は”. Sentence Ab15, Ab33, Ac05 and Ac34 illustrate 
this manner of usage.
The attributized form of について, namely ”について+の” was also applied frequently, 
resulting in a vast amount of NOUNS appearing in Part C. Sentence Aa29 and Ac06. 
exemplify these contexts.
Furthermore, there were cases where “について” was followed by nouns, without the 
attribitizing “の”. These examples are clearly incorrect, as “について” in itself is predicative.
The incorrect sentences were absolutely most frequent in the data of the Taiwanese learners:
1.) (TAI) 映画は日本について内容です。   [sic]
     The movie is content on Japan. [sic]
2.) (TAI) ご参観について説明はここで終わりました。 [sic]
      The explanation on the visit ends here.
Finally, EXISTENCE appeared mostly in the context of ”[noun]がある”, which is considered 
unnatural in many cases combined with “について”:
3.) (TAI) 台北についていろいろなところがあります。
There are a lot of places about Taipei.
4.2.2 に関して
The results for Part A of に関して are shown in Table 8. The results for Part C of に関して 
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and に関する are summarized in Table 9 and 10 respectively. 
By reason of “に関する/に関して” not appearing even once in the data of the Ukrainian 
speakers, these learners were removed from the following tables. In general, perhaps due to 
the limited number of appearance in the data, there was a more profound variation in both 
Part A and C than with について, meaning that the same word rarely occured twice. 
Part A
Table 8: Part A of に関して and に関する
British Japanese Taiwanese TOTAL
Abstract 
concepts
3 4 2 9
Concrete 
concepts
7 2 2 11
Persons 1 0 0 1
Place 2 2 5 7
Concrete 
objects
0 3 1 4
Occasion, time 0 2 1 3
Language, 
communicative
2 1 4 6
Other 0 2 4 6
As Table 8 suggests, the most frequent class was CONCRETE CONCEPTS used 
predominantly by the British learners, in 63% of the cases.
The most typical examples for the aforementioned categories are the following:
ABSTRACT CONCEPTS: ”問題” – “issue”, ”文化” – ”culture”.
CONCRETE CONCEPTS: ”経済” – ”economy” –, ”ファッション” – “fashion” –.
PERSONS: ”子供” – “child”.
PLACE:  ”日本” – “Japan” –, ”沖縄” – ”Okinawa”.
CONCRETE OBJECTS: ”服装” – “clothing” –,”お金” – “money”.
OCCASION, TIME: ”婚礼” – “marriage ceremony”, ”入場後” – “after the entrance”
LANGUAGE, COMMUNICATIVE: “日本語” – “Japanese (language)” –, ”外来語” –
 ”foreign loan words”
OTHER: ”こと” – “thing” –, ”それ” – ”that”.
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ABSTRACT CONCEPTS occupied the second place, used evenly by all three speakers. The 
most representative words matched the results of Part A of について. 
PLACE appeared in relatively great numbers, followed by LANGUAGE, COMMU-
NICATIVE and OTHER. LANGUAGE, COMMUNICATIVE and PLACE were categories 
mostly favored by Taiwanese learners, used five times as ”Japan” and four times as 
”Japanese” respectively. 
In certain cases, defining the preceeding word was regarded as problematic, wherefore it was 
categorized as OTHER. Beside the words mentioned above, it also appeared in numerical 
contexts, as it can be seen in sentence Bb05 and Bc19. 
Lastly, CONCRETE OBJECTS and OCCASION, TIME could be observed a few times, the 
first class being represented by words regarding clothes or monetary things, which matched 
the results of Part of について.
Part C of に関して 
The results for Part C of に関して are presented in Table 9 below.
Table 9: Part C of に関して
British Japanese Taiwanese TOTAL
Intellectual 
actions
3 0 0 3
Communicative
actions
0 1 1 2
Nouns 2 0 0 2
Practical 
conduct
0 0 0 0
Existence 2 0 0 2
Other 1 8 4 13
As Table 9 shows, OTHER was the most frequently appearing category, meaning that Part C 
was difficult to include in any other class. The reason is similar to that of について:  に関して
was numerously applied as an introduction to a topic in general, not necessarily refering to 
any succeeding word in particular. In 45% of the cases に関して appeared, it was 
compounded with the topic marker は、as sentence Bb01 and Bb06 exemplify. This usage 
was mostly observed in the data of the Japanese learners, where  ”に関して+は” was used in 
eight sentences out of ten. Sentences categorized as OTHER where に関して was combined 
with ですが、or simply followed by a comma, also appeared in the data. The latter-mentioned
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could mostly be observed in the data of the Taiwanese learners. For examples, see sentence 
Bb08 and Bc05. 
The most typical words were the following:
INTELLECTUAL ACTIONS: ”気になる” – “to be worried about“. ”気にする” – “to care 
about“.
COMMUNICATIVE ACTIONS: ”お話します” –“to talk about”. 言いませんでした – “didn't
say”. 
NOUNS: ”問題” – “issue”. ”悪いロールモデル” – “bad role-model”. 
PRACTICAL CONDUCT: –
EXISTENCE: ”問題がある” – “there is an issue”. ”きょうかいせんがある”– “boundary line”.
OTHER: See the explanation above. 
Another observation standing out is contexts where NOUNS and EXISTENCE were applied. 
These sentences were considered somewhat unnatural, partly since に関して is a predicative 
form, with which nouns usually don't occur. For reference, see sentence in Ba1, Ba6, Ba7, 
Ba8. These examples were observed solely in the data of the British learners. These findings 
are further discussed in section 5.3.
INTELLECTUAL ACTIONS appeared scarcely, only in the data of the British learners. 
Part C of に関する
Next, the results for Part C of に関する are shown in Table 10 below.
Table 10: Part C of  に関する
British Japanese Taiwanese TOTAL
Abstract 
concepts
3 2 2 7
Concrete 
concepts
2 0 6 8
Persons 0 0 0 0
Place 0 0 0 0
Concrete 
objects
0 0 0 0
Occasion, time 0 0 0 0
Language, 0 0 0 0
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communicative
Other 0 0 6 6
As Table 10 shows, the dominating category was CONCRETE CONCEPTS, mostly used by 
the Taiwanese learners and ABSTRACT CONCEPTS, applied by all learners. The most 
representative words were the following:
ABSTRACT CONCEPTS: ”情報” – “information” –, and “内容” – “contents”. 






OTHER: “こと” and “もの” both meaning ”thing”. 
Since PERSONS, PLACE, CONCRETE OBJECTS and LANGUAGE, COMMUNICATIVE 
along with OCCASION, TIME could not be observed even once in the data, it can be 
concluded that Part C of に関する is commonly occurs with words expressing concepts. 
4.2.3 に対して
The results for Part A and Part C of に対して are gathered in Table 11 and Table 12 
respectively. The findings for Part C of に対する are summarized in Table 13.
Yet again, since no examples of に対して/に対する could be observed in the data of the 
Ukrainian speakers, they were excluded from the below tables. Furthermore, only a very 
limited amount of に対して was found in the data of the Japanese speakers, resulting in the 
focus on the British and Taiwanese speakers. 
Part A of に対して
The results for Part A of に対して are shown in Table 11 below.
Table 11: Part A of に対して and に対する
British Japanese Taiwanese TOTAL





8 0 2 10
Persons 7 0 11 18
Place 1 0 0 1
Concrete 
objects
1 0 2 3
Occasion, time 0 1 0 1
Language, 
communicative
0 0 0 0
Other 3 0 2 5
As Table 11 indicates, the most conspicuous category was PERSONS, appearing 18 times in 
the data, which constitutes 36% of all the “に対して/に対する” observed. Even so, the 
Japanese speakers didn't use PERSONS even a single time, but it appeared numerously in the 
data of the British, and particularly the Taiwanese speakers. The most representative words 
were the following:
ABSTRACT CONCEPTS: ”社会” – ”society”. “関係” – “relation”
CONCRETE CONCEPTS: “教育” – ”education” –, “政治” – “politics”. 
PERSONS:  “私” – ”I”.  “人” – ”person”.
PLACE: “米国” – ”America”.
CONCRETE OBJECTS: “収蔵品” – ”artifact”. ”お金” – ”money”.
OCCASION, TIME: “結婚式” – ”wedding ceremony”. 
LANGUAGE, COMMUNICATIVE : –
OTHER: “これ/それ” – “this/that”. “こと” – ”thing”. 
In the data of the Taiwanese learners, a considerable amount of “私” – ”I” could be found. 
The majority of these sentences were thought of as unnatural. 
4.) (TAI) 私に対して、幸せな家庭を持つのはとても重要です。 [sic]
     Towards me, is very important to have a happy family/household. [sic]
Next, ABSTRACT CONCEPTS and CONCRETE CONCEPTS appeared frequently, both 
almost solely applied by the British speakers. 
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OTHER and CONCRETE OBJECTS could also be observed in a scarce amount. The 
aforementioned category took the shape of words of ambiguous character, mostly 
demonstrative pronouns, as seen in the list above. 
Finally, PLACE and OCCASION, TIME appeared but once, the latter one observed in the 
only sentence found in the data of the Japanese speakers, as the word “結婚式” –”wedding 
ceremony”. 
LANGUAGE, COMMUNICATIVE was not used in the current data. 
Part C of に対して
Table 12 below presents the results for Part C of に対して.
Table 12: Part C of に対して
British Japanese Taiwanese TOTAL
Intellectual 
actions
5 0 0 5
Communicative
actions
0 0 2 2
Nouns 1 0 1 2
Practical 
conduct
0 0 0 0
Existence 2 1 3 6
Adjectives 2 0 5 7
Other 3 0 4 7
Table 12 displays that there was no significant variation in the number of appearances 
between the various categories. The class that appeared most frequently was ADJECTIVES, 
being the favored category of the Taiwanese speakers, followed by with OTHER and 
EXISTENCE. The most favored category of the British speakers was INTELLECTUAL 
ACTIONS, not appearing even once in the data of the other speakers. The most representative
words were the following:
INTELLECTUAL ACTIONS: “影響を与える” –”to affect”. “興味・期待を持っている” –
 ”to have an interest/expectations”,
COMMUNICATIVE ACTIONS: ”表す” – “to express”. ”言う” – ”to say” –. 
NOUNS: ”問題” – “issue”. ”質問” – ”questions”.
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PRACTICAL CONDUCT: –
EXISTENCE: “責任がある” – ”you have a responsibility”. “影響がある” – ”it has an 
effect”,
ADJECTIVES: “優しい” – “happy”、”重要” – “important”. 
OTHER: See the explanation below. 
The Part C being categorized as OTHER consisted mostly of longer sentences following に対
して, where the word being referred to was unclear. In certain sentences, に対して was used 
as an introduction and not referring to any succeeding word. For reference, see sentence Ca02
and Cc14. 
INTELLECTUAL ACTIONS could only be observed in the data of the British learners. 
NOUNS could also be found in Part C of に対して. It requires mentioning that these words 
appeared in the context of ”に対して+の”, making に対して an attributive phrase. The 
following examples demonstrates this:
5.) (TAI) 最近服の色に対しての問題はあまり重要ではありません。
          Lately, issues on the color of the clothes aren't very important. 
Part C of に対する
Table 13 below displays the results for Part of に対する. 
Table 13: Part C of に対する
British Japanese Taiwanese TOTAL
Abstract 
concepts
12 0 2 14
Concrete 
concepts
1 0 0 1
Person 0 0 1 1
Place 0 0 0 0
Concrete 
objects
0 0 0 0
Occasion, time 1 0 0 1
Language, 
communicative
1 0 0 1
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Adjectives 0 0 1 1
Other 1 0 0 1
The results presented in Table 13 reveal that there was but one category that was freqeuntly 
used, namely ABSTRACT CONCEPTS. It was used fourteen times out of twenty times に対
する appeared, constituting 70%. Most appearances were provided by the British speakers, in 
12 out of 14 cases ABSTRACT CONCEPTS was observed, reaching 85% of all appearances. 
The categories that were observed mostly appeared in the following form:
ABSTRACT CONCEPTS: “態度” – “attitude”.   “影響” – “influence”.  
CONCRETE CONCEPTS:  “質問” – ”question”.
PERSON:  “重要な人々” – ”important people”.
OCCASION, TIME:  “対策の期間” – ”the period of the countermeasure”.
LANGUAGE, COMMUNICATIVE: “言葉や表現” – ”words and expressions”.
ADJECTIVES:  “楽しかった” – ”it was fun”.
OTHER:  “～ようである” – ”it seems like...”, 
に対する was not applied even once by the Japanese speakers, and it appeared in only very   
limited amount in the data of the Taiwanese learners. The remaining classes appeared only 
once, or not at all – as in the case of PLACE and CONCRETE CONCEPTS.
4.2.4 にとって
Part A
Below, Table 14 shows the results for Part A of にとって.
Table 14: Part A of にとって
British Japanese Taiwanese Ukrainian TOTAL
Abstract 
concepts
1 0 3 0 4
Concrete 
concepts
3 0 1 0 4
Persons 54 10 50 4 118
Place 3 0 4 0 7
Concrete 
objects








0 0 0 0 0
Adjectives 0 0 0 0 0
Other 0 0 0 0 0
As Table 14 displays, exceedingly striking results regarding Part A of にとって could be 
observed, namely that PERSONS appeared 118 times out of 136, costituting 87% of all the 
cases. This class was the only one applied by the Japanese and Ukrainian speakers, though it 
only appeared 10 respectively 4 times. The British and Taiwanese speakers used it over 50 
times.
ABSTRACT CONCEPTS: “いい経験” – ”good experience”. “文化” – “culture”.
CONCRETE CONCEPTS: “仕事” – ”work” – and “メディア” – ”the Media”.
PERSONS:  “私” – ”I,”. “自分” – ”oneself”, “人・人々” – ”person/persons” –, “人間”.
PLACE: “日本” – ”Japan”. “国家” – ”home country” –.




Most commonly, PERSONS was expressed through “私” – ”I,” which appeared 67 in total, 
being 56% of all cases PERSONS appeared. PLACE could be observed in the second highest 
numbers, though it only appeared 7 times, and then only in the data of the British and 
Taiwanese learners. CONCRETE OBJECTS and CONCRETE OBJECTS appeared but 
sparsely, most frequently in the data of the British speakers. 
The remaining categories were nonexistent in the current data. 
Part C of  にとって
Next, the results for Part C of にとって are displayed in Table 15 below.
Table 15: Part C of にとって




8 4 15 1 28
Concrete 
concepts
3 0 7 0 10
Persons 1 0 1 0 2
Place 0 1 2 1 4
Concrete 
objects
0 0 0 0 0
Occasion, 
time




0 0 0 0 0
Adjectives 20 3 14 1 37
Existence 5 0 4 0 9
Verbs 3 0 0 0 3
Other 17 1 10 1 29
Table 15 shows that ADJECTIVES was the most common category, constituting 27% of all 
the cases にとって was observed, being mostly used by the British speakers. While it also 
appeared frequently in the data of the Taiwanese learners, the Japanese speakers applied it 
very sparsely. 
The most typical examples of the above-mentioned categories are: 
ABSTRACT CONCEPTS: “問題” – “issue” –、”態度” – “attitude” –、
CONCRETE CONCEPTS:“仕事”　– “work”. “魅力的な市場” – ”an attractive market”. 
PERSONS: “わかままな子供” – ”a selfish child” – and  “かみさま” – “a god”. 
PLACE:  不思議な町 - ”a strange town”, エキサイティングな場所 “an exciting place”. 
CONCRETE OBJECTS: – 
OCCASION, TIME: “最高な一日” – ”a superb day”. “大変な一週間” – ”a terrible week”. 
LANGUAGE, COMMUNICATIVE: – 
ADJECTIVES: ”難しい” – “difficult”. ”大切” – “important”. ”楽しい” – “fun”. 
EXISTENCE:“意義がある” – ”there is a significance” –, “食べる時間さえない” – ”there is 
not even time to eat”. 
VERBS: “分かりませんでした” – ”I didn't understand”, “気がつきました” – ”I noticed”,
OTHER: See the explanation below. 
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Furthermore, numerous sentences were categorized as OTHER, mostly in the case of the 
British learners. The reason is that the succeeding part refered to was not a single word, but a 
whole sentence, as in the example below: 
6a.) (BR) 自分にとって、家族の家はいつも自分の住んでいる所だと思う。
I think that for oneself, your parents' house is always going to be the place where you live.
In this sentence, the clause にとって refers to cannot be identified as only ”住んでいる所だ” 
or ”家族の家”, since abbreviating the sentence in that manner would result in an 
unintelligeble sentence:
6b.) 自分にとって、住んでいる所だ。
For oneself, living place.
6c.) 自分にとって、家族の家。
For oneself, family house.
Thus, defining the entire clause ”自分の住んでいる所だ” as the succeeding part refered to 
can be considered more logical, making this sentence difficult to categorize with the current 
classification as basis. 
Not so different in number, ABSTRACT CONCEPTS appeared 27 times, most frequently 
applied by the Taiwanese and Japanese learners. These nouns differed from the ones seen in 
the data of the other complex particles, in the sense that they commonly appeared in the end 
of the sentence, with だ、です or である attached, as in sentence Da14 and Dc52:
CONCRETE CONCEPTS and EXISTENCE could be found in approximately the same 
amount, being used exclusively by the British and Taiwanese speakers. 
PLACES, VERBS, PERSONS and OCCASION, TIME were categories that only appeared in
scarce amounts from 2 to 4 times. 
4.2.5 によって
Part A
The results for Part A of によって are displayed in Table 16 below.
Table 16: Part A – によって and による
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British Japanese Taiwanese Ukrainian TOTAL
Abstract 
concepts
8 5 9 0 22
Concrete 
concepts
7 1 1 0 9
Persons 7 0 2 0 9
Place 1 1 3 1 6
Concrete 
objects
0 0 3 1 4
Occasion, 
time




0 0 1 0 1
Other 2 0 4 0 6
Table 16 shows that ABSTRACT CONCEPTS was by far the most prominent category, being
the most favored one by British, Japanese and Taiwanese speakers, constituting 38% of all 
cases.
ABSTRACT CONCEPTS: ”関係” – “relation”, ”状態” – “state”
CONCRETE CONCEPTS: ”法律” – “law”. “検査” – “investigation”. 
PERSONS: ”人” – “person/people”. ”若者” – “young person”.
PLACE: ”国” – “country”.  ”日本” – “Japan”. 
CONCRETE OBJECTS: ”インターネット” – “the Internet”, ”映画” – “movie”.
OCCASION, TIME: –
LANGUAGE, COMMUNICATIVE: “日本語” – “Japanese (language)”
OTHER: “見ること” – “seeing”, ”それ” – “that/it” –,
. 
CONCRETE CONCEPTS and PERSONS shared the second place, both appearing 9 times. 
Both categories were mostly used by the British learners, being used 7 times each. 
In 7 cases out of 9, PERSONS simply appeared in the form of ”人” – “person/people”.
Next, PLACE and OTHER shared the third place, both appearing 6 times. 
OTHER appeared as verbs, demonstrative pronouns or more complex expressions, hard to 
define as either class, for instance ”親しいかどうか” – ”whether he/she is close”. 
Finally, CONCRETE OBJECTS and LANGUAGE, COMMUNICATIVE appeared a few 
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times, but OCCASION, TIME was nonexistent. 
Part C of によって
Next, the results for Part C of によって are summarized in Table 17 below.
Table 17: Part C of によって
British   Japanese    Taiwanes
e





2 1 1 0 4
Communi-
cative actions
0 0 1 0 1
Nouns 0 0 0 0 0
Practical 
conduct
5 0 2 0 7
Existence 1 1 0 0 2
Adjectives 0 0 1 0 1
Other 17 5 18 2 42
As Table 17 displays, an extensive amount of OTHER was observed in the material, 
constituting 75% of all cases. These results will be discussed more in detail in section 5.2.
This category was found in various sentences, mostly in contexts expressing difference,   
manifested as “違う” – ”different”, immediately succeeding the complex particle, but also as 
“差がある” – ”there's a difference” or “異なる” – ”vary/differ”. It was also observed with 
verbs expressing change: “変える/変わる” – ”to change/to be changed” – or “～になる” –
 ”to become” – and with verbs related to determinative or defining activities, f.i “決める” –
 ”to decide” – or “定義する” – ”to define”. 
 The most frequently appearing words connected to the categories were the following:  
INTELLECTUAL ACTIONS: “分かる” – ”to understand”. “考える” – ”to consider”. 
COMMUNICATIVE ACTIONS: “紹介する” – ”to introduce”
NOUNS: –
PRACTICAL CONDUCT:  “使う – “to use”, “作る”　– ”to make/create”. 
EXISTENCE: “大変さがある” – ”there's a hardship”. “差がある” – ”there's a difference”.
ADJECTIVES: “選択した方がいい” – ”should be decided”. 
OTHER: “違う” – ”different”. “変える/変わる” – ”to change/to be changed”.
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Furthermore, it appeared in sentences where the meaning of Part C was unclear. In several 
cases ”によって” was misused, as it can be seen in the following sentences:
7.) (TAI) でも、私によって「成功」があって気持ちも嬉しくなると思います。 [sic]
    But by me, I think since there is success, my feelings get happy.  [sic]
8.) (BR) けんさによって、人は高いところに住むと、低いところで走りやすい。 [sic]
By the investigation, when people live in high places, it gets easier to run in lower 
places.
In the first sentence it can be assumed that the speaker wished to use ”私にとって” – ”for me”
instead of ”私によって”, and the second speaker wanted to used ”によるど/によれば” –
 ”according to...” Cases where the complex particles was misused as a verb for instance ”～
によっている” or a noun ”～によってだ” could also be found. 
Next, PRACTICAL CONDUCT appeared most frequently, prominently in the data of the 
British learners, alongside with INTELLECTUAL ACTIONS. The aforementioned class 
appeared as verbs related to usage or manufacture, such as ”make” or ”manufacture”.
NOUNS was not observed in the current material. 
Lastly, によって appeared frequently with passive form verbs in Part C, such as “判断される”
– ”to be determined” or “製造される” – ”to be manufactured”.
Part C of による
Next, Table 18 below displays the results for Part C of による.
Table 18: Part C of による
    Britis
h
     Japanes
e 
   Taiwanese Ukrainian TOTAL
Abstract 
concepts
4 2 0 0 6
Concrete 
concepts
0 0 2 0 2
Persons 0 0 0 0 0
Place 0 0 0 0 0
Concrete 
objects








0 0 0 0 0
Other 0 0 0 0 0
Table 18 shows that 6 out of 8 cases ”による” appeared, it was applied as ABSTRACT 
CONCEPTS, more precisely as “影響” – ”influence” – 5 times, and as “料金の違い” –
 ”difference in fee” once. It was most often used by the British learners. 
Besides the previously mentioned category, CONCRETE CONCEPTS was used twice, once 
as “手紙の朗読” – ”loud reading of a letter” – and once as “通話” – ”telephone call” –, both
appearing in the material of the Japanese speakers. 
The remaining classes could not be observed in this case. Also, による did not appear in the 
data of the Ukrainian learners. 
5. Discussion 
 5.1. Appearance frequency: as stated in section 3.3.1, the frequency of occurence of 
complex particles differed between the different speakers considerably seen their background 
language cross-linguistically. Most of them were found in the British and Taiwanese data, 
while relatively few occurrences were observed in the natives' data. Also, while the learners 
used the attributive form of complex particles relatively frequently, it was rarely seen in the 
data of the Japanese speakers. This may be due to the difference in the size of the data, the 
British and Taiwanese corpus were notably larger in size than those for Japanese and 
Ukrainian. Moreover, as seen in section 3.4.3, particularly Japanese speakers tended to use the
particles in an introductive manner, which would have been difficult with the attributive form.
Furthermore, the attributive form of the complex particles appeared surprisingly few times, 
making up only 11% precent of all cases. Among these, に関して occured mostly in this form 
(に関する) which could be expected, since this particle tends to be used attributively in many 
cases. (Manita 2005:70)
5.2. Usage of compound particles: from the results, the following conclusions can be drawn 
regarding the use of complex particles:
・について: mostly occurs in contexts where Part A is an abstract concept and Part C is either 
INTELLECTUAL ACTIONS or COMMUNICATIVE ACTION, but OTHER could also be 
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observed in numerous cases. 
・に関して: frequently appeares with Part A as CONCRETE CONCEPTS and Part C as 
OTHER, while the Part C of に関する often is ABSTRACT CONCEPTS. These results could
be expected, since both complex particles indicate the topic of the sentence, often tending to 
be a concept or a thing. It also matches with the results of Kashiwasaki (2005:11) and Sakai 
(1992:143), stating that について and に関して is often followed by communicative 
expressions such as “話す” – ”to speak” and “書く” – ”to write”, but also by intellectual 
actions such as “考える” – ”to think” and”知る” – ”to know”. However, while the previously
mentioned research made distinction between ”considerational activities” (e.g to think), 
”educational activities” (e.g to study) and ”cognitional activities” (e.g to understand), the 
current paper summed these categories up in one single category: ”intellectual actions”. 
Also, Kashiwasaki (2005:03) states that the nouns in Part A can be both abstract and 
concrete nouns, which is in consensus with the results in this paper. However, according to 
this research, these nouns commonly have “～のこと” or “～の件” – ”about the matter of...” 
– attached. This could only be observed to a very limited extent in the current paper, and only 
in the data of the Japanese and Taiwanese speakers.  
・に対して： occured mostly in contexts where Part A is a person and Part C is an adjective. 
Part C of に対する was mostly an abstract concept. As Yokoda (2005:03) and Satō (1999:40) 
observe, the word preceeding に対して often tends to be a person, whereas the suceeding 
phrase usually consists of verbs and adjectives expressing the attitude or feelings toward that 
person. This is in accordance with the results of the current paper. 
Even so, while Manita (2007:73-76) reached the results that the attributive form に対する 
is commonly applied with nouns in Part C expressing emotions, in the current paper these 
were most frequently followed by ”abstract concepts” of non-emotional character. However, 
に対する was not used even once by the Japanese speakers, who might have applied the 
aforementioned particle with emotion-related words. 
・にとって: appears usually in contexts where Part A is a person and Part C is an adjective. 
Indeed, Odaka (1999:16-17) states that Part A is inevitably a person or a noun expressing 
groups or gatherings of people. Also, Part C is commonly an adjective, which holds true in 
most than half of the cases analyzed in the aforementioned paper. 
・によって: occured mostly in contexts where Part A was an abstract concept, and Part C was 
categorized as OTHER. Part C of による was mostly ABSTRACT CONCEPTS. This particle 
could be considered different from the other compound particles in the sense that it was more 
problematic to define what words it co-occurs with. Since OTHER was the most salient class, 
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it can be suggested that the current framework was not suitable for categorizing Part C of に
よって. As it was seen, this complex particle frequently co-occurred with words expressing 
difference, which indicates that a different set of classes, perhaps including a separate class 
for ”difference”, is more appropriate in this particular case. 
According to Satō/Odaka/Hakuchō/Miyagawa/Endō (2001:47), によって can be divided 
into 4 groups: reason, means, subject of action and criterion for difference. Also, the noun in 
Part A is said to depend on the verb in Part C, but usually consists of words expressing 
phenomenon or the act of a person. 
This classification could indeed be regarded as more fitting; most sentences – including the 
ones categorized as OTHER in the current research – could be classified with the above-
mentioned framework, as it can be seen in the following sentences, all previously categorized 
as OTHER:
REASON
I.) (JAP) 問題やフラッシュによって展示品が痛む[...]  
Exhibitions goods get damaged due to problems and flash...
MEANS
II.) (TAI) 日本の映画によって、日本の文化や面白いところを紹介したいです。
I want to introduce interesting things and Japanese culture through Japanese movies.
SUBJECT OF ACTION:
III.) (BR) 若者によって作られた言葉は少なくないであろう。 
There are probably not few words created by young people.
CRITERION FOR DIFFERENCE
 IV.) (UKR) 習慣は国(人）によって違います[...]
 Customs differ from country to country (person to person). 
5.3. Language-specific patterns:
・Firstly, an intriguing pattern could be found regarding the differing usage of について and 
に関して among the learners. 
Japanese and Taiwanese speakers frequently used について and に関して as an introduction 
to a topic where Part C wasn't clear and thus categorized as OTHER. This usage was 
especially representative in the data of the Japanese speakers, who used the complex particles 
in contexts where the they were followed by ”は” or ”ですが”. On the other hand, British 
and Ukrainian speakers used the aforementioned particles in contexts where they were clearly
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succeeded by a word in Part C. As for instance Gundel (1988:209-210) in ”Universals of 
topic-comment structure” explains, both Japanese and Mandarin are so-called topic-comment 
languages, where firstly a comment is put forth, whereafter a comment or explanation is 
added. While similar features do also exist in the English language, it is certainly more 
prominent in the two aforementioned languages (Gundel 1988:213), which makes the 
findings on the usage of the above-mentioned two complex particles as introduction only 
logical. 
・One peculiarity that could be observed in the data of the British learners was that the 
complex particles – especially について and に関して – were used in their predicative form 




Since I wanted to know new things about Japan, I read manga and watched 
Japanese TV shows and thus started to have an own image about Japan.
     10.)発展することについて会合があった。
      There was a meeting on development. 
     11.)外来語に関して問題の代わりに、私は英語に関して問題がある。
     Instead of a problem regarding foreign loan words, I have a problem regarding English. 
     12.) 第二部分はドーピングに関して間題を提定する。[sic]
      The second part is assigning an issue on doping. (?)
In all four sentences it would sound more natural if the attributive form についての or に関
する was applied, since the words in Part C are nouns, namely 事、会合 and 問題, in the 
following manner:
13.)発展することについて  の  /  に関する会合があった。
There was a meeting on development. 
The reason for this mistake can be perhaps due to the following factors.
The word order of noun modification differs in English and Japanese. While the English 
sentence structure tends to be post-nominal, often accompanied by relative pronouns such as 
”what, which, where” or prepositions (Payne 2010:03-06), Japanese noun modification is 
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prenominal (Matsumoto 1989:226-228）. In the case of complex particles, since the modifying
complex particle preceeds the noun or verb, there is a distinction between an attributive form 
and a predicative form. However, since in the English sentence, the word equivalent to the 
complex particle succeeds the modified word anyhow, there is no distinction between the two 
forms, resulting in that British learners might have a difficulty to distinguish between these 
two forms in Japanese. 
The following example illustrates this: 
i)日本について書きます。
I'm going to write about Japan.
ii)日本についての論文を書きます。
I'm going to write a thesis about(on) Japan. 
As it can be seen in (i) and (ii), the English translation stays the same, even though the 
conjugation of the Japanese particle changes, meaning that there is no distinction between the 
two forms in English. 
・In the material of the British speakers, there were cases where wrong complex particles were
applied, and should have been replaced with a different particle. The correct particle is written
with bold in the parantheses. 
14.)こんなことを見ている子供に関して (にとって)、悪いロールモデルだろうか。
It is a bad role model about (for) children who see this.
15.)子供のころから、テレビを見たりテレビゲームをしたりすることは、教育に対して (にお
いて）あまり良くないという風に育てられた。
From my childhood, I was taught that watching the TV and playing video games isn't good 
against  (in) education.
16.)雑誌などの中で適当な内容の上にいかなる有名人に対する (に関する）秘密情報が
多く書き表される。
Besides appropriate contents, all kinds of secret information against/for (about/on) 
celebrities is written in magazines and so on. 
17.) 政治家に対する (は/が)信用できないと良く聞かれるだが、公金を使うだからこそ一般
の人々は詳しく会計検査に関して気になるわけである。 




And, for the sake of the importance against (in the) Japanese society, I decided to focus on 
newspapers rather than other media. 
19.) 政ふの努力や教育会社を含む前の家延における教育に対する (に関する）活動はボ
ランティアの団体にされました。 
The activities against (about/on)education previous households including the effort made 
by the government and educational companies was made into a volounteer group. 
20.) 体にとって(に)ファースト物はよくないから、少しスローダウンしたら健康も守るべきだ。
Since fastfood isn't good for your body, if you do slow down a little bit you should preserve 
your health. 
21.) 食物にとって  (  に）正しいせんたくをしたほうがいい。 
 I think that correct choices should be made for food. 
The above mistakes can be seen as a result of not knowing the precise meaning and 
characteristics of the complex particles applied. For instance, as Group Jamashii (1998:447) 
notes, にとって is solely used in connection to a noun expressing persons or groups consisting
of people. Not knowing this feature of the complex particle, incorrect uses such as in sentence
30 and 31 occur. (Odaka 1999:13-14). Also, these examples can be regarded as the influence 
of the English language. While it is perfectly correct to say ”for your body” in English, the 
equivalent for ”for” in this case, にとって sounds slightly unnatural. 
Furthermore, since に対する mostly implies comparison or conflict of two objects, as Yokoda
(2006:24-25) explained, it is clear that in sentence 26 it is not the aforementioned particle that
should be used, but に関する, expressing the topic or connection two things (Kim 1992:41) – 
in this case ”information” is connected to ”celebrities”, and not being in comparison or 
opposing it. 
5.4 Further research
The author of this paper originally intended to explore the matters listed below, but was 
hindered due to page limitations. In order to expand the research on Japanese linguistics, in 
the future these matters should be subject of research:
・Analyze other complex particles following に、for instance に応じて、にかけて、において、
に反して、に従って.
・Analyze other complex particles following を and と、 for instance をもって and として. 
・Analyze complex particles in other corpora than the Japanese Speaker's Corpus, including 
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both spoken and written corpora. 
・Reveal how the acquisition of complex particles occur in Japanese learners, and propose a 
way how to explain and teach them more effectively. 
6. Summary 
The complex particles extended from the dative case particle ni (について、に関して, に対し
て, にとって and によって) were analyzed by using the corpus of  L2 Japanese learners’  
(British, Taiwanese, and Ukrainian) composition as well as the similar corpus for native 
Japanese, with the framework of Kim (1992) as reference. Focus was given to the analysis of 
the linguistic elements that precede and follow the compound particle in question. Since the 
size of the corpus differed for respective L2 learners, the absolute number of occurrences is of
little interest. Instead, the present thesis focused on the differences and similarities in the use 
of compound particles among cross-linguistic L2 learners and native Japanese. While no 
significant difference was found between the L2 learners and the Japanese speakers, a small 
variation was found. 
Firstly, the attributive form was considerably more frequently used by L2 learners than the 
natives, who only applied it but a few times.
Secondly, the usage of ”Ni tsuite” and ”Ni kanshite” was used introductory by the Japanese
learners and to a certain extent by the Taiwanese learners. This introductory manner of usage 
was observed nearly not even once in the data of the British and Ukrainian learners.
Thirdly, language-specific patterns and incorrect uses were observed in the data of the 
British speakers, that could either be an influence of the English language, or a result of lack 
of knowledge regarding complex particles.
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Appendix
The appendix is structured with the complex particles as base, in the same order as they appear in 
the results section. 
The letters before the number of the example sentence refers to the complex particle and the 
identity of the speaker. For instance, the first complex particle appearing is ”について”, thus being 
marked as a capital ”A”, “に関して” as ”B” etc. Next, the following order regarding the identity of 
the speakers is applied: small ”a” refers to British speakers, small ”b” refers to Japanese speakers, 
small ”c” refers to Taiwanese speakers and finally small ”d” refers to Ukrainian speakers. The 
number following the letter is simply the number of the sentence, for instance the first sentence is 
～01. Hence, the first Japanese speakers' sentence with について is referred to as Ab01. 
Furthermore, the categorization will be stated after the classified word in parentheses, with the 
name of the class abbreviated in the following manner:
    Part A
Abstract concepts - (Ac)
Concrete concepts - (Cc)
Persons - (Pe)
Place - (Pl)
Concrete objects - (Co)
Occasion, time - (Ot)




Intellectual actions - (Ia)
Communicative actions - (Ca)
Nouns - (N)











Aa04．私 (Pe)について「たのしいだよ！」と思った (Ia)けど。。。   
Aa05．。。。私 (Pe)について書きたい (Ca)と思う。
Aa06．経済 (Cc)について、開発的な経済を研究する (Ia)ことにします。 





Aa １０．。。。一般的に言えば国 (Pl)について理解を深める (Ia)ように、自分一人で行かなければ
ならないと思う。 




Aa １４．.。。。差し迫った戦争 (Cc)について深く否認しました。 (Ia) 
Aa １５．だから、試験の前に、その学生の悪点 (Ac)についてアドバイスをあげる (Ca)ことができる。
 
Aa １６．例えば、アメリカで気候変動を暮らしの場の不足といった問題はあまりがないせいか、リサ
イクルもの (Co)についてあまり考えない (Ia)と思う。 













Aa ２４．まず人々が食品の生産や農業(Cc)について知識が得られる (Ia)。 
Aa ２５．もう一回先週 (Ot)についてありがとうございます (O2)。 



































































































Ac １２．服装(Co)について、適当にブラウス を着て、スカート をはくといいです(O2)。 





Ac １７．入場方法：入館料(Co)について、大人は３０元で供は 15元です(O2). 
Ac １８．七年の時間で芸術(Ac)についていろいろなことを習ったり、体験したりしていました(Ia) 。
Ac １９．結婚式の規則(Ac)についてははっきり分から ない(Ia)んですけど、もちろんきちん 
Ac ２０．美術館の入り方(Cc)について、説明をします(Ca)。    (VAGY NEM ???)
























Ac ４２．チョコレート(Co) についての何でもお菓子(N)が 大好きで、嫌い食べ物はないです。
Ac ４３．一つは入場方式(O)について、入館料は大人が３０円(O2)。
Ac ４４．一つは禁止事項(Ac)について、会場で走るとか、写真を取るとか(O2) [...] 





























Ac ６９．入館料(O)について、大人は３０元で、子供は１５元で(O2) 、[...] 
Ac ７０．礼金(Co)について、多ければ多いほどよいです(O2)。 
Ac ７１．台北(Pl)についていろいろなところがあります(Ex)。










































































Bc ３。もし留 学できない なら、必ずいい仕 事を見てけます。 日本(Pl)に関して  のは一番いいで





































































































Cc １４．学生たち(Pe)に対して  は、ここでバスケットビールをするところが広いから、よくここに来て 
友達と一緒に運動します(O2)。















































Da ２２．移民 　多くの人(Pe)にとって、移民はとても論争を起こす問題である(Ac)。 
Da ２３．不況の継続にともなって、失業率が上昇し、イギリス人(Pe)にとって、仕事を探しにくくなる。
(O2)
Da ２４．私(Pe)にとって双方の意見は違っている(O2) 。 
Da ２５．私(Pe)にとって、教育の目的とは自己改善だということである(Ac)。 


















































































Db １１．ホテルはお台場にとってあるから新橋あたりでどうかな？   ( 複合助詞ではない)



















































































Ea ６．子どもと十代の中？の教育は人々の right だと思って、その時から、チョイスがあれば、自分
のこと を考えて、自分の良い点と悪い点を考えて、自分に一番良いチョイスを考えさせている、仕
事も大切なことだから人生のかわうることは、人(Pe)によって違う(O)。 














































































































































































































１．。。。8月 23 日の午後にかけてもいいです。  
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Ukrainian
None 
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